theaters had to submit film programs for approval. Decisions on individual titles could differ substantially between localities, but a first step toward uniform state censorship was taken in 1906 when police ordinances were issued by various German states in response to several films, which depicted the case of the real-life fugitive murderer Rudolf Hennig, and which were seen to ridicule the police. On May 5, 1906, the Berlin police commissioner introduced preventive censorship to curtail the dissemination of such "offensive" works: from now on, films required an "exhibition certificate" for public screenings. A decree by the Prussian Interior Minister in 1910 went on to centralize censorship by allowing films passed in Berlin to be shown throughout Prussia. Official lists were published citing all titles that were either completely or partially banned in Berlin, or to which children and youth (under 16) were prohibited access.
From 1907, heated debates raged over the boundaries of acceptability in film. The Kinoreformer (cinema reformers), comprising teachers, judges, and clergy, mobilized against the "scourge of cinema" and demanded that the authorities implement rigorous measures against cinematic "trash and filth." 2 In principle, police censorship supported these groups' theories of influence and emulation, which maintained that cinematic representations of violence and eroticism could "incite" audiences-in particular children and young people-to criminal or morally reprehensible acts. Depictions of sex and crime became subject to stringent control, with images of death, murder, adultery, and premarital sex forbidden outright. As a result, numerous films were rendered incomprehensible by the removal of key scenes. The film industry saw its economic interests under attack, while audiences felt cheated of promised sensations.
During the First World War, responsibility for censoring films passed to the military administration. Significantly, the war allowed the state to discover cinema's "positive" aspects, including its usefulness for entertainment and propaganda both among the troops and on the home front. Through the founding of the Bild-und Film-Amt (Photo and Film Office, known as Bufa) in early 1917, Imperial Germany itself became a producer and distributor of films; and when the Universum Film Aktiengesellschaft (Ufa) was founded on December 18, 1917, the Reich itself secretly took a 7 million Mark share in the film company. This move toward state funding decisively altered the cinematic landscape.
Weimar Republic
Immediately after the German capitulation, the Council of People's Representatives explicitly outlawed censorship in its proclamation "To the German People!" on November 12, 1918 3 . However, local and regional film censorship continued to be practiced widely by way of police ordinances and
